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QuickPod is a demountable freestanding 
room-in-room modular system. As an 
alternative to drywall it offers many 
benefits including available finishes 
(Melamine, timber, steel, fabric, and 
glazing), furniture classification, and the 
fact it is reusable and quick to relocate.

Services and lighting are integrated into 
the structure, while air circulation is 
provided with concealed fans that draw air 
in from the greater air-conditioned open 
plan office space. 

QuickPod is an excellent solution for 
offices, meeting, collaborative, and 
training rooms in large open plan areas. 
QuickPod is designed in order that it can be 
dismantled, moved in close proximity, and 
reassembled in a day. It is installed without 
the need for service integration and with 
minimal disruption and downtime. 
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MEETING
When QuickPod is configured as a meeting room one has a wealth of options when it comes to finishes and layout. Timber 

compliments the Melamine and fabric options. The corner sound traps have steel covers which are powder coated.
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MEETING
The enclosed space allows for improved privacy, concentration, and reduced distraction caused by noise from the 

surrounding environment.
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MEETING

Although the standard configuration has safety glass fitted on two sides, glazed panels can be fitted to a third side. 

Strip LED lights are included as a standard feature. Power can be sourced through the base plinth, from overhead, 

or through a raised access floor.
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MEETING

Although the standard configuration has safety glass fitted on two sides, glazed panels can be fitted to a third side. 

Strip LED lights are included as a standard feature. Power can be sourced through the base plinth, from overhead, 

or through a raised access floor.
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OFFICE
Offices can be configured using a standard catalogue of components, allowing for greater flexibility when churning. Ser-

vices are contained within the structure. 
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QUICK MEET QuickPod is easily configurable into a casual meeting or collaborative space and can accommodate wall mounted AV equipment. 
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QUICK MEET QuickPod is easily configurable into a casual meeting or collaborative space and can accommodate wall mounted AV equipment. 
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ACOUSTICS AND 
SERVICES

Services are all conveniently located in the corner modules for ease of access and installation. Speakers and controls 

can be integrated into the corners. Bass traps in the corners is the prime location for low frequency absorption as bass 

typically builds up in all corners of the room. These sound traps are specifically tuned to absorb the elusive mid to low 

frequencies.
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VENTILATION 
AND FIRE SAFETY

Ventilation is accomplished by drawing air from the greater office space into the unit via the ventilation grids on the outside, and expelling 

through the porous ceiling.

In the event of a fire in the unit, due to the ceilings porosity, smoke can escape and activate the sprinkler system in the greater office 

space. Subsequently water from the sprinkler system can pass freely through the ceiling into the pod.

Air intake through 
grills in corners

Expelled through 
porous ceiling

Water passes freely 
through porous ceiling Smoke passes through 

porous ceiling

VENTILATION FIRE SAFETY
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